that I am trying to deliver full value for every nickel he spends with me. I will send out letters, or postcards, drawing attention to the many services that I render that the golfer can't get from any other retailer of golf supplies.

Old stuff! There isn't a pro in the country who doesn't fully realize that all these things are fundamental, every-day parts of his job. But still, I repeat, in these every-day jobs lies the greatest opportunity the golf professional ever had.

Here's why. In the palmier days, club members were too full of paper profits to pay any attention to the "little extras" that he got from golf professionals. Everything was going too smooth to bother his head about whether he gave the pro a fair break or not.

Not so today. Automatically, every golfer will make a comparison in his mind between dealing with the pro and a downtown competitor. The service that he used to brush aside without a thought will be the determining factor.

If every professional in this country puts a little extra thought, a little extra planning and a little extra energy into the running of his shop, the golf profession will have increased its prestige 100 per cent by next fall.

BURROUGHS HAS NEW CASH MACHINE FOR FEE COURSES

Detroit, Mich.—A new low-priced cash machine especially designed for fee golf courses has just been announced by the Burroughs Adding Machine Co. This machine is credited with being an entirely new development in cash register construction and operation. It registers sales, paid-outs, and miscellaneous transactions, and also contains a locked-in detail tape that provides a permanent record of each day's business.

The keyboard of the new golf machine is one of its outstanding features. Besides containing keys for the exact registration of amounts, it also provides keys for registering the number of players. Both sets of figures, dollars and cents and number of players are accumulated in the machine.

The keyboard also contains a number of descriptive keys. These identify all items as they are printed on the detail tape, and show clerk number, classification of sale, or such description as is indicated by the transaction.

Cash is protected in the new machine by means of the locked-in detail tape, and also by means of locked-in totals and grand totals of daily transactions. This construction makes it impossible to alter records.

Vets Prepare for Annual Buddy Poppy Sale

THE ninth annual Buddy Poppy Sale is to be conducted by the Veterans of Foreign Wars simultaneously throughout the entire country during the week of Memorial Day to raise funds for the adequate maintenance of their relief activities.

Genuine Buddy Poppies are guaranteed by a copyrighted green label which identifies them as the handiwork of disabled and needy ex-service men, and are made in government hospitals through an arrangement with the United States Veterans' bureau. A national total of 6,000,000 Buddy Poppies will be completed in readiness for the opening of the sale.

The Veterans of Foreign Wars was the first veteran organization to undertake and conduct successfully the Poppy Sale movement on a nation-wide scale. The first V. F. W. National Poppy sale was held in 1922, using French poppies made by women and children of the devastated areas. The following year, with a greater demand, the organization had to resort to poppies made commercially. The present plan of manufacture was developed in 1924 in order to extend the relief afforded by the poppies to those men who were disabled and needy but still capable of this employment, and the V. F. W. Buddy Poppy factory organized, where only those handicapped by war disabilities were employed in putting together the emblems.

ILLUMINATED CUP FOR NIGHT PLAY

A new illuminated golf cup recently has been designed and patented by F. H. Ackerman, electrical expert and operator of golf courses. Ackerman's illuminated golf cup is made up from an aluminum casting and is illuminated by a 6 or 12 volt 12 C. P. single contact lamp served through a 250 watt transformer.

The lighting service on two courses owned by Ackerman covers a ground area of 31,000 and 26,000 square feet and the connected lighting load is 10 and 9 kilowatts respectively. The lighting service charges run from $65 to $75 per month.

The cup can be illuminated with any colored lamp desired and is said to be visible from a distance of 100 feet and more, shining in the green visible for approach shots and putts.

The aluminum cup is lighted from the lower side the light coming through a thick bulb which sheds plenty of light but which cannot be broken by any ordinary putt.